We investigate the extinction behaviour of a fourth order degenerate di usion equation in a bounded domain, the model representing the ow of a viscous uid over edges at which zero contact angle conditions hold. The extinction time may be nite or in nite and we distinguish between the two cases by identi cation of appropriate similarity solutions. In certain cases an unphysical mass increase may occur for early time and the solution may become negative; an appropriate remedy for this is noted. Numerical simulations supporting the analysis are included.
Introduction
The role of the separable solutions u t ? 1 n f(x) as t ! +1; n > 0; (1a) and u (t c ? t) ? 1 n f(x) as t ! t ? c ; ?1 < n < 0;
in describing the extinction behaviour of the porous medium equation @u @t = @ @x u n @u @x ; (2) subject to u = 0 at x = 1 and with suitable initial conditions, is well established (see, for example, Berryman & Holland (1980) , Aronson & Peletier (1981) and King (1994) ). In this paper we are concerned with the analogous problem in which the thin lm equation is subject for n < 2 to the zero contact angle conditions u = @u @x = 0 at x = 1;
whereby uid is permitted to drain over the edges x = 1, and initial conditions u = u 0 (x) at t = 0;
where we take u 0 (x) 0 to have nite mass. In (3), u(x; t) typically denotes the thickness of a uid lm, which lies on a nite horizontal substrate jxj < 1. The conditions (4) require the constraint n < 2 (we explain the signi cance of this further later on). Fourth order di usion equations of the form (3) arise in a number of contexts (we shall not expand upon these here; see, Bernis (1996) , for example) involving, in particular, droplets of viscous uid spreading under surface tension (the second order equation (2) applies instead when the driving force is gravity). Equation (3) has been the subject of much recent analysis (see, for example, Bernis & Friedman (1990) , Bernis et al. (1992) and Bertozzi et al. (1994) ), but not, to our knowledge, for boundary conditions of the form (4); a more detailed discussion of such boundary conditions in the semi-in nite domain context is given in Bernis et al. (1999) . Introducing a pressure p, (6) and we de ne J(t) = u n @ 3 u @x 3 x=1 ;
this being the ux of material leaving the domain jxj < 1 through x = 1. Using, and re ning, the results of Bernis et al. (1999) , we can deduce the following.
(I) For 1=2 < n < 2 we have as x ! 1 ? that u (n + 1) 
Both J > 0 and K must be determined as part of the solution; we shall include correction terms in u to make it explicit that the local behaviour contains the requisite two degrees of freedom (J and K in the case of (7)). We note that
can be added on when n > 2), so the problem is underspeci ed. Moreover, we clearly require J < 0 for n > 2, corresponding to injection, rather than drainage, of uid. We do not consider this possibility further here, though we note that prescribing a positive injection rate ?J leads to a correctly speci ed, and physically meaningful, problem for n > 2. ; p ?2B(t); (9) where B and J are determined as part of the solution. Unlike (7)-(8), which require J > 0 for n < 2, the local expression (9) places no constraint on the sign of J, an issue to which we return in Section 6. In all cases we thus have p < 0 su ciently close to the boundaries (with p ! ?1 as x ! 1 ? for 1=2 n < 2), while p > 0 holds at, and adjacent to, the maximum of u. The pro le u(x; t) therefore contains at least two in ection points for each t.
We now outline the remainder of the paper. In Section 2 we describe the in nite extinction time behaviour that occurs for 0 < n < 2 by use of self-similar solutions of the form (1a). Following this we consider, in Section 3, the regime n 2, in which solutions evolve to a steady state; an analysis of the limit n ! 2 ? is then undertaken to clarify the apparently abrupt transition in asymptotic behaviour that thus occurs at n = 2. The other critical case n = 0, which separates the in nite extinction time regime 0 < n < 2 from the nite extinction time case n < 0, is solved in Section 4.1 and the transition at n = 0 is studied by means of an analysis of the limiting behaviour for n ! 0. In Section 5 we progress to n < 0, for which (1b) describes the extinction behaviour of solutions; the limit n ! ?1 is also analysed to provide further insight into the time dependence of the behaviour. For su ciently small n, solutions may exhibit an initial, unphysical mass increase and may become negative; this is discussed in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7 with some discussion.
2 In nite time extinction: 0 < n < 2
In the range 0 < n < 2, we propose the asymptotic behaviour (1a), in which f(x) is independent of the initial data, being given by the solution of 
which is positive in jxj < 1. We use the numerical approach outlined in the Appendix to support this conjecture, typically results being illustrated in Figure 1 ; further examples are included in Bowen (1998) . From (1a) we have log u(0; t) ? 1 n log t + log f(0) as t ! 1; (12) and Figure 1 illustrates numerical evidence for such behaviour. We also illustrate the convergence to the separable form (1a) in Figure 2 by plotting t 1 n u and t 1 n p against x for various t; the pro le of f(x) being implicit from the rescaled solutions shown in Figure 2 (a).
3 Steady and quasi-steady behaviour 3.1 Evolution to steady state: n 2
For reasons explained in Bernis et al. (1999) , some of which are implicit in the breakdown of the expression (7) when n rises through two, the zero contact angle conditions (4) cannot be imposed for n 2. Instead, the appropriate solutions conserve mass, so that the conditions u = u n @ hold in place of (4) on the solutions that are smoothest at x = 1. The conditions (13) can in fact be imposed for any n and they imply u 3
where
is the total mass. If n 3 then interfaces, i.e. values of x at which u drops to zero, do not move (see King & Bowen (1999) ), so the result (14) assumes for n 3 that u 0 (x) > 0 for all jxj < 1; if, for example, u 0 (x) > 0 for jxj < a, u 0 (x) = 0 for a < jxj < 1, then
) as t ! 1 for n 3; while (14) remains valid for 2 n < 3. The behaviour for n 3 is accordingly identical to that of the Cauchy problem discussed in King & Bowen (1999) and we shall not discuss this regime further here.
3.2 The limit n ! 2 ?
As already indicated, for the solution that is most regular at the boundaries, the large time behaviour for n < 2 (extinction) is quite di erent from that for n 2 (steady state). We now analyse the limit n ! 2 ? in order to obtain insight into this abrupt transition; as is to be expected, the limits t ! 1 and n ! 2 do not commute, with a slowly decaying quasi-steady solution playing the key role.
We write n = 2 ? "; for t = O(1), the leading order solution u U 0 (x; t) as " ! 0 satis es (3)- (4) (16) for some function A 0 (T ) which remains to be determined. It turns out that the leading order boundary layer solution near x = 1 can be read o immediately from (7) Combining (20) with (18) 
which, as required, does not depend on the initial data. Figure 3 provides numerical con rmation of (16), with the boundary layers being clearly apparent in Figure There is thus continuity in the behaviour as n rises through two in the sense that, as n approaches two from below, the solution takes longer and longer to evolve away from (15). 
where 0 2:365, rather than algebraically. The analytical solution (22) provides a useful means of con rming the accuracy of the numerical procedure; see Bowen (1998).
The limit n ! 0
The results for n = 0 can be exploited in analysing the`slightly nonlinear' limit n ! 0. For t = O(1), the leading order solution as n ! 0 is given by (22) 
where is again de ned by (26). The apparent non-uniformity of (28) 
and (11). It follows from (1b) that log u(0; t) ? 1 n log(t c ? t) + log f(0) as t ! t ? c
and the corresponding plot of the numerical results for n = ?1 is shown in Figure 4 (the method by which t c is estimated is outlined in the Appendix). We note that for n = ?1 an exact rst integral of (31) 
The limit n ! ?1
The limit n ! 0 ? was discussed in Section 4.2. It is also worth outlining the behaviour in the complementary limit of large negative n. We write n = ?1= with 0 < 1 and scale such that max u 0 (x) = 1, with the maximum occurring at x = x 0 , and we assume for simplicity that u 0 0 (x) > 0 for 0 < x < x 0 and u 0 0 (x) < 0 for x 0 < x < 1. On the exponentially short timescales t u I (this expression serves to de ne u I (t) in what follows), for each value of u I such that 0 < u I < 1 we have u u 0 (x) for S 0 (t) < x < s 0 (t); where we have matched with (33) (since u 0 0 (s 0 ) < 0, this is equivalent to one boundary condition as z ! ?1 and two as z ! +1, making (34) correctly speci ed). An interior layer of the same form is present close to S 0 (t). When u I reaches one, both s 0 and S 0 coincide with x 0 and we now describe the form of the subsequent evolution. In what follows we de ne u m (t; ) to be the maximum of u(x; t), this being located at x = q(t; ).
Writing q(t; 0) = q 0 (t); u m (t; 0) = u 0 m (t) we have outer solutions For given q 0 , we have the equivalent of six boundary conditions in (36), which therefore determines a; b and c as well as U 0 ; u m and q are subsequently determined to leading order via (37) and we have u m (t c ? t) ; (38) where t c is the extinction time. The quantity u m is of O (1) and (38) expresses the timescales on which this nal stage of the evolution takes place, these being exponentially close to t c ( ). The extinction time is determined to leading order by the timescale that describes the transition between the two formulations just described; this is in fact the longest timescale to occur, the relevant scalings being t = 4 T; x = x 0 + X; u = 1 ? U:
We omit most details, though we note that the leading order balance is given by This corresponds to the extinction behaviour of (36)- (37), which has q ! 0 with U 0 becoming a symmetric function of z; (36) is then equivalent to (41), since a(0) = exp(?F 0 (0)).
Some hints of the above asymptotic behaviour are present in Figure 6 , which shows a numerical simulation for n = ?3. Obtaining numerical solutions for more negative n is far from straightforward since the`di usivity' u n rapidly increases as u ! 0; the timescales near x = 1 becoming very fast. A very short timestep is then required to adequately capture the dynamics of the draining. The introduction of an implicit time stepping scheme instead of the explicit one used here may prove fortuitous in overcoming this problem. 6 Initial mass increase for n < 1=2
As indicated by (9), when n < 1=2 an unphysical increase in mass may occur for su ciently small time, after which loss of mass occurs (the fact that J(t) > 0 holds for su ciently large t follows from the extinction results above). Numerical plots of mass
against t for several n are given in Figure 7 . As can be seen, an increase in mass can also occur for n > 1=2 due to the solution locally becoming negative; we expand on this below. Numerically we solve using a discretisation that represents di usivity of the form juj n rather than u n (see (53)- (54)) which allows the solutions to become negative for a nite time (when ?1 < n < 3=2). An analytical expression for the total mass can be obtained when n = 0; from (22) an expression which agrees extremely well with the numerical results (see Bowen (1998) ). While it would not be appropriate to go into great detail here, it is worth noting some conjectures subject to (4)- (5), that is selected by the numerical scheme.
(i) 3=2 < n < 2. For > 2, waiting-time behaviour occurs, whereby no drainage takes place for some nite time; for < 2, however drainage commences immediately. The solution retains positivity in all cases.
(ii) 1=2 < n < 3=2. Waiting-time behaviour occurs for > 3=n. Because u has become negative, the constant J > 0 now corresponds to an increase in the mass (42), this being consistent with Figure 7 . For < 2 positivity is maintained (at least initially) and M(t) decreases due to drainage.
(iii) 0 < n < 1=2. The waiting-time regime remains > 3=n; for 3=(n + 1) < < 3=n the solution becomes negative locally and M(t) increases, while for 2 < < 3=(n + 1) mass increase occurs without positivity being lost (consistent with the local behaviour (9) not dictating the sign of J or B). For < 2 the solution remains positive and mass is lost.
(iv) ?1 < n < 0. The solution becomes locally negative and gains mass if > 3=(n + 1), remains positive and gains mass if 2 < < 3=(n + 1) and remains positive while losing mass if < 2.
(v) n < ?1. The solution remains positive, initially gaining mass if > 2 and losing it if < 2.
Physically, neither negativity of u nor a gain of mass (in circumstances in which only drainage is permitted) are meaningful and the current situation is one of those in which the solution selected by the numerical scheme may not be a physically acceptable one; this is one manifestation of the non-uniqueness properties of (6) with which many of the di culties with high order degenerate equations are associated.
For n < 3=2 (the range in which such issues arise in the current context) an interface can form and move inwards from the boundary (cf. King & Bowen (1999) ) and an appropriate physically meaningful prescription of the right-hand boundary data then becomes (for zero contact angle) Hence if either J or u attempts to become negative, an interface retreats from the boundary, with u = 0 then holding for s(t) x 1; (43) corresponds to s(t) = 1 and (44) to zero ux at the interface x = s(t).
The extinction behaviour described above remains appropriate, so s(t) must increase again to return in nite time to x = 1, at which point (43) takes over from (44) (similarly, the numerically selected solution must be everywhere positive, with the mass decreasing, su ciently close to extinction). Depending on the initial data, a number of excursions of s(t) from x = 1 are in principle possible prior to extinction. A related point to note is that, while the case n = 0 is linear so long as the conditions (4) apply, if (44) needs to be imposed instead (to avoid u or J becoming negative) then the problem is nonlinear even for n = 0 because x = s(t) is an a priori unknown moving boundary. The analysis of Section 4 is pertinent only to the former case; the extinction behaviour described there nevertheless remains applicable when the conditions (43)- (44) apply, except that the constant A 0 can no longer be expressed in terms of the initial data in a straightforward fashion.
Discussion
In this paper we have studied one of the simplest physically meaningful initial boundary value problems for (3), showing the asymptotic behaviour to be of a particularly simple form, being given for arbitrary initial data by the separable solution. Our results for the various limit cases of n not only con rm the separable nature of the asymptotic behaviour but also provide leading order expressions for f(x) (see (21), (27), (29) and (40)).
There are a number of natural generalisations of the above analysis. Firstly, the multi-dimensional problem @u @t = ?r:(u n r u) in ; u = @u @n = 0 on @ ; where @=@n denotes the outward normal derivative and < N is a bounded domain, exhibits very similar behaviour; for n < 2, the large time behaviour is again expected to be separable and, for smooth @ , the leading order behaviour near the edge of the domain is locally one-dimensional (i.e. given by the leading term of (7)-(9)). For n 2 mass will again be preserved. Secondly, higher order di usion equations @u @t = (?1) m @ @x u n @ 2m+1 u @x 2m+1 (45) (and the corresponding problems in higher dimensions) for integer m 2 are also of interest; the appropriate generalisation of (4) is then @ k u @x k = 0 at x = 1 for k = 0; 1; : : : ; m: (46) The results that generalise (7)- (9) 
(III) For n < m=(m + 1) u B(t)(1 ? x) m+1 as x ! 1 ? :
For n (m + 1)=m the conditions (46) can no longer be imposed and the relevant solutions conserve mass. It should be noted that for m = 0, when (45) reduces to (3), (48) and (49) no longer apply and the behaviour is di erent; the expression (47) holds for all n > ?1, while for n ?1 no solutions exist which satisfy u = 0 on x = 1 (see King (1994) ). The contrast between the second and higher order cases is thus particularly marked for negative n, (49) being applicable for all n < m=(m + 1) when m 1. Another important issue is that as the order of the problem increases so does the variety of possible prescriptions (with (4) and (13), for example, providing equally meaningful generalisations to m = 1 of the conditions u = 0 at x = 1 for m = 0). We have circumvented such issues of non-uniqueness by concentrating our analysis on those solutions that enjoy the greatest smoothness at the boundaries; for n < 2 these correspond to those with zero contact angle, while for n 2 they conserve mass. A further possible prescription for m = 1; n < 2 involves replacing (4) 
Appendix Numerical formulation
The numerical scheme that we employ in the simulations above is based on the u and p splitting method with explicit timestepping and a spatial discretisation that makes the scheme accurate to O( x 2 ) (see also Dupont et al. (1993) and Bertozzi et al. (1994) who employ an implicit time stepping scheme and adaptive spatial meshes). Taking a uniform mesh, and de ning x = x i+1 ? x i ; x i+ 
except for n = ?3 ( Figure 6 ) when this was multiplied by 10000 (mass being very rapidly lost for large negative n). We approximate (4) by u 1 = u 2 = u N?1 = u N = 0, where N is the number of mesh points (in practice we take N = 801). An initial value solver based on NAG routine D02EAF is then used to solve the system (54) of ordinary di erential equations. The time step is increased with time for n > 0 and decreased as t approaches the extinction time t c for n < 0 in order to capture the asymptotic behaviour. For n < 0 an estimate for t c is found by running the code until an IFAIL=2 occurs (i.e. the equation becomes singular, in that u becomes negligible across the whole domain); the procedure is then repeated with a smaller time step close to t c . We note here that the decreasing of the timestep as t ! t c for n < 0 is numerically awkward and the introduction of an implicit timestepping scheme may be advantageous to calculate the dynamics of the solution in this case. Further details are given in Bowen (1998) .
